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Capstone Title named to Austin Business
Journal’s 2018 “Fast 50”
Local title company is the only title company on list of fastest
growing companies in Central Texas
AUSTIN, Texas – Capstone Title, a full-service, real estate title and closing services company
in Austin, Texas, has been included in Austin Business Journal’s 2018 “Fast 50” list. The list
highlights local companies with outstanding growth for the past three years, with some recording
compound annual growth in the triple digits since 2015. Capstone Title is the only title company
in Central Texas to make it on the list.
To win a spot on the coveted list, companies must demonstrate annual net revenue in each of
the past three fiscal years, and have minimum net revenue more than $500,000 in each fiscal
year of 2015, 2016 and 2017. Companies must have headquarters in Travis, Hays, Williamson,
Caldwell Bastrop or Burnett County, and the winners are seperated in two categories – one for
annual revenue of less than $10 million, and one for revenue of more than $10 million a year.
“Capstone Title seeks to help the Austin community learn, grow, and expand,” says Capstone
Title CEO Brad Compere. “We feel honored to be included on the list, as we have worked hard
to ensure that the community’s real estate efforts are supported as the city expands.”
This isn’t the first accolade awarded to Capstone Title this year. They recently were listed 1026
on the 2018 Inc. 5000, Inc. magazine’s 37th-annual list of America’s most rapidly growing
private companies. Capstone recently experienced a three-year sales growth of 479 percent,
securing its place in this year’s lineup alongside the country’s top independent small
businesses.
About Capstone Title
Capstone Title is owned by Brad Compere, an Austin real estate attorney and Managing Partner
of Compere & Gorman, PLLC, a Texas Real Estate Law Firm. When you think of a title
company, you may think of transactions – not relationships. Capstone Title, a full-service, real
estate title and closing services company in Austin, Texas, sees it differently. In fact, Capstone
Title’s core values revolve all around love: They love being open and honest, love their team
members and clients, love serving others, and love learning and growing. For more information,
please visit www.capstonetitletx.com.
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